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Abstract

A theoretical analysis is followed to calculate the dynamic stress intensity factors (DSIFs) due to existence of an interfacial crack near the right edge of a non-circular cavity, in transversely isotropic piezoelectric bi-materials. The model is subjected to dynamic incident anti-plane shearing (SH-wave). Green’s functions are constructed based on complex variable and conformal mapping methods. DSIFs at the crack inner and outer tips are obtained by conjunction and cracks-deviation techniques. The boundary value problems are solved by applying the orthogonal function expansion technique. Based on FORTRAN language program, some numerical calculations with an elliptic cavity are provided for different elliptic axial length ratios, different wave numbers and different piezoelectric parameters. For calibration, a comparison is accomplished between the present model and similar model with a crack emerging from a circular cavity edge. Calculating results showed the influences on DSIFs and how affected the efficiency of piezoelectric devices and materials.